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the weather becomes intensely hot and small thunder clouds gather
over the land increasing in size and density day by day until they
burst into terrific thunderstorms accompanied by hurricane squalls
of wind and rain These squalls increase until the end of \o\ember
when they occur almost daily They come up in a dense black bank,
and travel so very rapidly that they are generally out o£ sight on
the western horizon within 40 minutes
During December the NW monsoon gradually gams the ascend
ancy The thunderstorms disappear the sky becomes o\ercast and
clouded and the atmosphere gets thoroughly saturated ^ith moisture
—so much so that leather work becomes green with mildew if nof
constantly attended to the binding of books becomes soft and sugar
or salt if exposed in an open \essel \\ill soon liquef} Even this is
felt to be an agreeable change after the intensely hot \\eather during
the change of the monsoon in October and November
The N \\ monsoon is accompanied by rain almost daily and
increases in force until the latter end of January or beginning of
February and penetrates with its copious and fertilizing sho\\ers into
the very centre of Australia The maximum temperature in the shade
during the day in this weather is 96 and the minimum during the
night is 65
On the approach of the autumn equinox the NW monsoon
gradually dies away and is succeeded by calms variable winds
thunderstorms and oppressi\e weather until the end of April when
cooler weather is felt the S E monsoon sets in, and the dry season
may be said to have fairl> commenced The wind is characterized
by a clear sky enjoyable weather heavy dews and cold mornings
and nights—so cold that blankets can be used. It blows off the coast
without intermission and with great force, almost throughout the
season being in full heat between June and July l
This seasonal distribution of rainfall  results m a true
pastoral  region  comprising great  stretches  of   sa\annah
country    Sheep except in the cooler Barkl} Tableland are
unable to thrrve in the monsoonal conditions but the Tern
tory has become the main cattle region of the Common
wealth    Further over the greater part of the area the soils
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